
Logistics



CAI LOGISTICS MISSION STATEMENT:

Understanding the direction 
of your company,

Developing value to support 
your objectives, 

Defining strategies to serve 
your needs,

Honoring our commitments,

Delivering results.

CAI International, Inc., is one of the world’s leading intermodal 

container leasing companies, publicly traded, with a container 

fleet of over 1 million TEU’s (Twenty-foot Equivalent Units).  

CAI’s logistics offers unique in-depth industry knowledge facilitating cargo 

movement.  We specialize in domestic and international transportation setting  

us ahead of our competitors.

Our logistics service provides customers with  
flexibility, enhanced operational control, and  
exceptional customer service.

These creative solutions can provide the  
following services:

Domestic Point to Point   
Customized Delivery Routes

Shipper owned Containers for  
International Moves 
Full Fleet of 20’ and 40’ internationally,  
53’ domestically and other specialty containers

Access to Various Markets 
Operations in multiple domestic and  
international locations

Purchase Shipper Owned Containers 

Non-Standard Storage



CAI’s operating experience 

and strong customer base 

offers a growing network of 

That’s CAI’s  
commitment  
to you!

These relationships provide our customers with an 
operational infrastructure enabling us to develop 
unique and customized supply chain solutions. 

This global bandwidth provides access to much 
needed equipment in congested and deficit areas 
and expands customer carrier choices. 

CAI’s partnerships with shipping lines, rail providers, 
and trucking companies enable us to provide  
dynamic end to end service and support.

Our services are interwoven with the many different 
facets of the ongoing globalization process.

We base our operations on economic, social and 
ecological principles that foster its long-term 
business strategies in the most comprehensive 
way possible. 

CAI views corporate responsibility as a wide-ranging 
obligation and commitment to be practiced by 
management and staff in our daily routines. 

The company’s organizational structures and 
procedures are consciously designed toward 
meeting these demands, particularly in terms of 
quality, security, health, environmental protection 
and social engagement. 

300+
 global  

carriers.



For more information:

CAI 
Steuart Tower 
1 Market Plaza, Suite 900 
San Francisco, CA 94105

Main: 415.788.0100 
logistics@capps.com




